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Abstract
Though there has been remarkable progress on formally verified compilers in recent years, most
of these compilers suffer from a serious limitation: they are proved correct under the assumption
that they will only be used to compile whole programs. This is an unrealistic assumption since
most software systems today are comprised of components written in different languages—both
typed and untyped—compiled by different compilers to a common target, as well as low-level
libraries that may be handwritten in the target language.
We are pursuing a new methodology for building verified compilers for today’s world of
multi-language software. The project has two central themes, both of which stem from a view
of compiler correctness as a language interoperability problem. First, to specify correctness of
component compilation, we require that if a source component s compiles to target component
t, then t linked with some arbitrary target code t0 should behave the same as s interoperating
with t0 . The latter demands a formal semantics of interoperability between the source and target
languages. Second, to enable safe interoperability between components compiled from languages
as different as ML, Rust, Python, and C, we plan to design a gradually type-safe target language
based on LLVM that supports safe interoperability between more precisely typed, less precisely
typed, and type-unsafe components. Our approach opens up a new avenue for exploring sensible
language interoperability while also tackling compiler correctness.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.3.2 Semantics of Programming Languages, D.3.1 Formal
Definitions and Theory, D.3.4 Processors
Keywords and phrases verified compilation; compositional compiler correctness; multi-language
semantics; typed low-level languages; gradual typing
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1

Landscape of Verified Compilation

The field of compiler verification has witnessed considerable progress in the last decade
following the pioneering work on CompCert [32, 33]. The latter uses the Coq proof assistant
to both implement and verify a multi-pass optimizing compiler from C to assembly, proving
that the compiler preserves semantics of source programs. Several other compiler verification
efforts have successfully followed CompCert’s lead and basic methodology to verify increasingly
sophisticated compilers for increasingly realistic languages, for instance, focusing on justin-time compilation [40], multithreaded Java [34], C with relaxed memory concurrency [49],
LLVM passes [62], and imperative functional languages [18, 31].
Unfortunately, all of the above projects prove correctness assuming that the compiler
will only be used to compile whole programs. But this assumption contradicts the reality of
how we use these compilers. The whole programs that we actually run are almost never the
output of a single compiler: they are composed by linking code from various places, including
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the runtime system, libraries, and foreign functions, all potentially compiled using different
compilers and written in different languages (e.g., Java, Python, C, and even handcrafted
assembly). For today’s world of multi-language software, we need verified compilers that
guarantee correct compilation of components.
Formally verifying that components are compiled correctly—often referred to as compositional compiler correctness—is a difficult problem. A key challenge is how to state the
compiler correctness theorem for this setting. CompCert’s compiler correctness theorem is
easy to state thanks to the whole program assumption: informally, it says that if a source
program PS compiles to a target program PT , then running PS and PT results in the same
trace of observable events. The same sort of theorem does not make sense when we compile
a component eS to a component eT : we cannot “run” a component since it is not a complete
program.
Part of the challenge is that any correct-component-compilation theorem should satisfy
two important properties: (1) it should allow compiled components to be linked with target
components of arbitrary provenance, including those compiled from other languages (dubbed
horizontal compositionality in the literature); and (2) it should support verification of multipass compilers by composing proofs of correctness for individual passes (dubbed vertical
compositionality). These are nontrivial requirements. There have been several notable efforts
at compositional compiler verification in recent years but none offer a proof methodology
that fully addresses the dual challenges of horizontal and vertical compositionality. The
earliest work, by Benton and Hur [15, 16, 29], specifies compiler correctness in a way that
does not scale to multi-pass compilers. Both that work and the recent work on Pilsner [44]
only supports linking with separately compiled components from the same source language.
The recent work on Compositional CompCert [52] supports linking across the languages in
CompCert’s compilation pipeline, but all of these share the same memory model; it is not
clear how to extend the approach to support linking across languages with different memory
models. (We discuss related work in detail in §3.2.)
Let us look at why compiler correctness becomes challenging in the context of multilanguage software. The issue is that real software systems often link together components
from multiple languages with different expressive power and different guarantees. When
compiling source language S, what does it mean for the compiler to “preserve the semantics
of source code” when a compiled component eT may be linked with some e0T from a language
S 0 that is more expressive or provides fewer guarantees as compared to S?
Suppose S does not support first-class continuations (call/cc) but S 0 does. For instance, e0T ,
compiled from language S 0 , might be a continuation-based web server that provides call/ccbased primitives that a web programmer can use for creating client-server interaction
points [48, 30, 2, 1]. The programmer, meanwhile, might use language S to develop
her web application—making use of the afore-mentioned primitives which allow her to
write her program in a more direct style [48, 30]—and compile it to eT . When we link
these components and run, e0T disrupts the control flow of eT in a way that is useful
and desirable but does not mirror any whole-program behavior in the source language S.
How, then, do we specify that the compiler “preserves semantics of source code”?
Suppose S supports strong static typing (e.g., ML) while S 0 is dynamically typed (e.g.,
Scheme) or weakly typed (e.g., C). Again, linking e0T with eT might result in code that
does not mirror any whole-program behavior in the source language S. For instance, (1)
the C component may try to access memory it has already freed; (2) the C component
may write past the end of a C array, but in doing so overwrite a memory location owned
by an ML module; or (3) the Scheme component may apply an ML function that expects
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an argument of type ∀α.α → α to the boolean negation function, thus violating ML’s
guarantee that a function of this type will behave parametrically with respect to its
input. The first interaction (with C) seems entirely reasonable since the error is in C
code and does not affect the behavior of the ML component. The second interaction
(with C) is clearly unacceptable as it can violate ML’s type safety guarantee. The
third interaction (with Scheme) may or may not be considered reasonable: it does not
violate ML’s type safety guarantee, but it does violate ML’s parametricity guarantee. In
what sense, then, can we say that the compiler “preserves semantics of source code”?
The above examples suggest that we need a novel way of understanding and specifying
what we mean by compiler correctness in the context of multi-language software.

2

Our Approach and Research Goals

My research group at Northeastern is working on techniques for building realistic, multipass verified compositional compilers that guarantee correct compilation of components and
formally support linking with arbitrary target code, no matter its source. We follow the tenet
that compositional compiler correctness is a language interoperability problem.
We are in the early stages of a project that will require years of investigation and evaluation.
Our long-term vision, depicted in Figure 1, is to have verified compositional compilers from
languages as different as C, Python, ML, Rust, Coq’s Gallina, and Hoare Type Theory
(HTT) [41, 43, 42] to a common low-level target language that supports safe interoperability
between more precisely typed, less precisely typed, and type-unsafe components. Our current
focus is on laying the groundwork for realizing this vision through two central contributions:
1. Development of a proof methodology for verifying compositional compilers. The defining
feature of our approach is that the specification of compositional compiler correctness
relies on a formal semantics of interoperability between source components and target
code using multi-language semantics in the style of Matthews and Findler [36].(We have
already done extensive work on developing this methodology [47]; we give further details
in §3.) To demonstrate the viability of this approach, we plan to verify compositional
type-preserving compilers for subsets of ML and Rust.
2. Design of a gradually type-safe LLVM-like target language (dubbed GTVM, see Figure 1)
that supports safe interoperability between components that are statically type-safe (e.g.,
produced by our type-preserving ML and Rust compilers), dynamically type-safe (e.g.,
compiled from Python or Scheme), or potentially unsafe (e.g., compiled from C). We plan
to build on Vellvm (verified LLVM) [3, 61, 62] by first developing TTVM (tightly typed
LLVM), a statically type-safe version of the LLVM IR formalized in Vellvm, and then
design GTVM as a gradually typed extension of TTVM. GTVM will make use of casts
(think: coercions or contracts) to ensure safe interoperability between the more precisely
typed, less precisely typed, and type-unsafe parts of the language—the latter unsafe
part is just standard LLVM IR which has types but is not type-safe. We will compile
GTVM to the LLVM IR, inserting wrappers that perform dynamic checks to ensure
safe coercion. Thus, compilers targeting our gradually type-safe LLVM can continue to
leverage the optimizations provided by the LLVM compiler infrastructure [55] or the
verified optimizations provided by Vellvm [3, 62].
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Figure 1 Research planned as part of this project and potential future work

Specifying compositional compiler correctness for a multi-language world Informally, if
a component eS compiles to a component eT then compiler correctness should require that
eS is “equivalent” to eT . But how can we formalize this notion of “equivalence” between
source and target components? Observe that to use a compiled component eT , we will
link it with some other target-level component e0T to obtain a whole program that can
be run. Intuitively, therefore, compiler correctness should guarantee that the operational
behavior of this resulting target program is the same as the operational behavior of eS
linked with e0T . Therefore, to formally state that “a component is compiled correctly,” we
need to formalize the semantics of interoperability between source and target code. For a
multi-pass compiler we propose to do this in a modular fashion. For instance, if the compiler
consists of two passes, from source language S to intermediate language I to target language
T , we define a combined language SIT that embeds these three languages and formalizes
the semantics of interoperability between each pair of adjacent languages using boundaries
in the style of Matthews and Findler’s multi-language semantics [36]. We can stack these
boundaries to allow interoperability between the source and target of the compiler, e.g.,
SI(IT (eT )), which we abbreviate to SIT (eT ), allows a target component eT to be used from
within an S-language expression. Compiler correctness can now be stated as observational
equivalence in the combined language: if eS compiles to eT , then eS is observationally
equivalent to SIT (eT ). Direct proofs of observational equivalence—also known as contextual
equivalence—are known to be intractable. Therefore, we define a logical relation for the
combined language that corresponds to contextual equivalence and use that to carry out
the proof of compiler correctness. Note that we do not use the multi-language semantics
for running actual multi-language programs; its purpose is to serve as a specification of the
desired source-target relationship, allowing us to state and prove compiler correctness. This
specification also enables reasoning about the whole-program behavior of eT linked with e0T
in terms of the whole-program behavior of eS linked with SIT (e0T ). Most importantly, note
that we have not imposed any restrictions on the provenance of e0T . We give further details
in §3.
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Why ML and Rust? All of the existing work on compositional compiler correctness has
either (a) focused on unsafe C-like source languages [52, 59] or (b) assumed that code produced
by a verified compiler from a type-safe language will only be linked with code produced by
another verified compiler from the same source language [15, 16, 29, 44]. We instead focus
on compiling the statically typed languages ML and Rust while allowing linking with code
of arbitrary provenance. This is a real-world scenario with interesting semantic challenges
for interoperability—specifically, how to maximize interoperability with less precisely typed
and type-unsafe components while ensuring that those interactions respect the ML or Rust
type system. We believe that these interoperability challenges make compositional compiler
correctness harder to establish for these languages. Languages that provide fewer guarantees
(e.g., C) are less picky in terms of what they can interoperate with, which makes it less
semantically challenging to ensure correct compositional compilation.
Rust is a systems programming language with type-system support for safe memory
management. In essence, it supports affine types which indicate that a resource—in this
case, memory cells—can be used at most once. Since ML does not support affine types, we
will have to ensure that ML respects Rust’s affine typing guarantees.
GTVM: a gradually type-safe LLVM IR As the above discussion suggests, to prove compiler
correctness in the context of multi-language software, we must specify a formal semantics of
interoperability (1) between source and target code, and (2) between more precisely typed,
less precisely typed and type-unsafe code. For instance, for our ML compiler, we will have to
specify how an ML source component eS interoperates with a target component e0T that may
have been compiled from Scheme or C. We believe that safe interoperability between more
and less typed and type-unsafe should be investigated at the level of the target language so
that the benefits of this effort can be reaped by all compilers that target the language. That
is the philosophy underlying our investigation of GTVM.
To understand the design of GTVM, it is useful to think of it in two layers: (1) a statically
type-safe core, TTVM (tightly typed LLVM), and (2) a gradual typing extension, GTVM,
that extends TTVM with dynamically type-safe code of type dyn and unsafe, standard LLVM
IR code of type un. Our goal is a gradual type system that ensures that the typing (and
parametricity) guarantees provided by more precise types cannot be violated by the less
precisely typed parts of the language.
The statically type-safe core language, TTVM, should provide a rich enough type system
to adequately serve as a target for type-preserving compilers from different statically typed
languages. Since we wish to compile ML and Rust, our TTVM will need to support at least
type abstraction and affine types in addition to the standard LLVM types. Even within this
TTVM core, we will need a system of casts (contracts) to mediate between more precise and
less precise types to support interoperability between code compiled from different source
languages. For instance, we wish to allow code compiled from ML and Rust to interoperate,
which means we will need to design casts (probably along the lines of Tov and Pucella [56])
that protect an affinely typed resource (from Rust) from being used more than once, even if
it is passed to a function (from ML) that knows nothing about affine types and might freely
duplicate the resource.
GTVM will let compiler writers choose whether to target the statically type-safe, dynamically type-safe, or unsafe parts of the language (or some mix of the three) depending on the
nature of their source language, and depending on how restrictive a form of interoperability
they want. The lever that provides control over interoperability is the compiler’s
type translation. For instance, when compiling ML, picking the most informative type
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translation (relative to source types) will guarantee that interoperability with other languages
respects the source type system—including parametricity guarantees, as long as the compiler
doesn’t monomorphize. At the other extreme, translating all ML code to the type un says
that interoperability with other code need not respect ML’s type system guarantees.
Our longer-term goal is to enrich the statically typed core of GTVM with dependent
types in the style of Hoare Type Theory (HTT) [41, 43]. HTT incorporates specifications—in
the style of Hoare logic or separation logic—into types and makes it possible to formally
specify and reason about effects. A type system based on HTT would allow us to express rich
invariants about memory layout, separation, and resource usage, which will be important for
specifying low-level conventions that affect interoperability at the LLVM level.
Enabling secure compilation via target-level types Compiler correctness is about preservation of dynamic semantics, but we are interested in an architecture that can also support the
development of secure (or fully abstract) compilers. Informally, secure compilation guarantees
that compiled components will remain as secure as their source-level counterparts when
executed within target contexts of arbitrary origin. More formally, a fully abstract compiler
guarantees that if two source components have the same observable behavior in all well-typed
source contexts then their compiled versions must have the same observable behavior in all
appropriately-typed target contexts. In prior work [7], we studied how compilers can be
made fully abstract by changing the compiler’s type translation to ensure that compiled
code is never linked with target contexts whose behavior does not match that of some source
context. By equipping GTVM with an expressive type system, we wish to offer compiler
writers the facility to pick different degrees of protection of compiled components from their
target contexts—ranging from no protection at all (when compiled code has type un and the
verified compiler only guarantees preservation of dynamic semantics), all the way through
fully abstract compilation—via their choice of type translation.
The rest of this paper explains our approach to specifying compiler correctness (§3) and
then outlines our research plans and anticipated challenges (§4).

3

Proof Methodology for Verified Compilation of Components

In recent work [47], we have demonstrated the viability of our multi-language-semantics
approach, using it to prove correctness of a two-pass compiler that performs closure conversion
and heap allocation, translating a polymorphic source language with recursive types to a
target that also features dynamically allocated mutable memory. In particular, we support
linking of compiled code with code that performs state effects that cannot be expressed in
the source. This work was the first multi-pass, compositional compiler-correctness result. We
believe that it is, to date, the only approach that supports linking with code that cannot be
expressed in the verified compiler’s own source language. We plan to use this methodology to
build verified compositional compilers for ML and Rust. Below, we explain our approach in
more detail, compare it to related work, and illustrate our methodology using typed closure
conversion [37, 39, 6] as a case study.

3.1

Specifying compiler correctness using multi-language semantics

The compiler correctness theorem should say that if a component eS compiles to eT , then
some desired relationship eS ' eT holds between eS and eT —intuitively, they should “behave
the same.” But how do we formally specify eS ' eT ? To answer this question, consider how
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the compiled component is actually used: it needs to be linked with some e0T , creating a
whole program that can be run. This e0T may have been handwritten in the target language
or produced by another compiler, possibly from a different source language. Of course, it
doesn’t make sense to link with any e0T : at the very least, e0T should adhere to the same
calling conventions that eT does. Moreover, since our target language is typed—with types
dyn and un in additional to the more standard types—that means that eT can only be
linked with components of a certain type because we want the resulting whole program to
be well typed. Informally, then, the compiler correctness theorem should guarantee that if
we link eT with an appropriately typed e0T then the resulting target-level program should
correspond to the source component eS linked with e0T . Formally speaking, what does it
mean to “link a source component with a target component” and what are the rules for
running the resulting source-target hybrid? We have argued that these questions demand a
semantics of interoperability between the source and target languages. Next, we explain how
to specify such semantics.
Consider a two-pass compiler from a source language S (in blue) to intermediate language
I (in red) to target language T (in purple). The first pass translates S components eS of type
τ to I components eI of type τ I , where τ I denotes the type translation of τ . As is usual
with type-preserving compilation, the type τ I provides a simple means of expressing any
compiler invariants about representation and/or layout of the transformed term eI that are
useful to keep track of as we compile. The second pass analogously translates I components
eI of type τ to T components eT of type τ T , where τ T is the type translation of τ .
To define the semantics of interoperability between these languages, we embed them all
into one language, SIT , and add syntactic boundary forms between each pair of adjacent
languages in the style of Matthews and Findler [36] and our own prior work [7, 47]. For
instance, the term IS τ (eS ) allows an S component eS of type τ to be used as an I component
of type τ I , while τSI(eI ) allows an I component eI of translation type τ I to be used as
an S component of type τ . Similarly, we have boundary forms T I and IT for the next
language pair. Non-adjacent languages can interact by stacking up boundaries: for example,
SI(IT eT ) (abbreviated SIT (eT )) allows a T component eT to be embedded in an S term.
Design principles for multi-language system Our goal is for the SIT interoperability
semantics to give us a useful specification of when a component in one of the embedded
languages should be considered equivalent to a component in another language. But how
do we know if that specification is correct? There are three essential properties that the
combined language must satisfy.
First, the operational semantics of SIT must be designed so that the original languages are
embedded into SIT unchanged: running an SIT program that’s written solely in one of the
embedded languages is identical to running it in that language alone. For instance, execution
of the T program eT proceeds in exactly the same way whether we use the operational
semantics of T or the augmented semantics for SIT . Second, the typing rules must be
similarly embedded: a component that contains syntax from only one underlying language
should typecheck under that language’s individual type system if and only if it typechecks
under SIT ’s type system. The final property we need is boundary cancellation which says that
wrapping two opposite language boundaries around a component yields the same behavior as
the underlying component with no boundaries: for example, any eS : τ must be contextually
equivalent to τSI(IS τ eS ), and any eI : τ I must be equivalent to IS τ (τSIeI ). Note that
two components e1 and e2 are considered contextually equivalent in language SIT (written
e1 ≈ctx
SIT e2 ) if there is no well-typed SIT program context that can tell them apart.
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Compiler correctness We state the correctness criterion for our compiler as a contextual
def
τ
equivalence: if eS : τ compiles to eI , then eS ' eI , where: eS ' eI = eS ≈ctx
SIT SI(eI ) : τ
and similarly for the next pass:
def
τ
if eI : τ compiles to eT , then eI ' eT , where: eI ' eT = eI ≈ctx
SIT IT (eT ) : τ .
Since contextual equivalence is transitive, our framework achieves vertical compositionality
immediately: it is easy to combine the two correctness proofs for the individual compiler
passes, to get the correctness result for the entire compiler:
τ
if eS compiles to eT , then eS ≈ctx
SIT SIT (eT ) : τ .
All of the above properties are stated as contextual equivalences but direct proofs of contextual
equivalence are usually intractable. We use the standard technique of defining a logical
relation for the combined language SIT that is sound and complete with respect to contextual
equivalence. Defining the logical relation becomes more challenging as the demands of
interoperability increase: e.g., when all the interoperating languages support type abstraction.
(See the paper [47] for details.)
Reasoning about linking Our approach enjoys a strong horizontal compositionality property: we can link with any target component e0T that has an appropriate type, with no
requirement that e0T was produced by any particular means or from any particular source
language. Specifically, if eS : τ 0 → τ expects to be linked with a component of type τ 0
and compiles to eT , then eT will expect to be linked with a component of type ((τ 0 )I )T .
If e0T has this type, then using our compiler correctness theorem, we can conclude that:
0
0
(eS τ SIT (e0T )) ≈ctx
SIT SIT (eT eT ) : τ .

3.2

Comparison with related work

The literature on compiler verification spans almost five decades but is mostly limited
to whole-program compilation. We refer the reader to the bibliography by Dave [19] for
compilation of first-order languages, and to Chlipala [18] for compilation of higher-order
functional languages. Here we discuss only recent work on compositional compiler correctness.
The approach advocated by Benton and Hur [15, 16] involves formalizing correct compilation of components using a logical relation that specifies when a source term eS semantically
approximates target code eT and vice versa (written eS ' eT ). Using this approach, they
verifed a compiler from STLC with recursion (and later from System F) to an SECD machine,
proving that if source component eS compiles to target code eT , then eS and eT are logically
related. Later, Hur and Dreyer [29] used essentially the same strategy to verify a compiler
from an idealized ML to assembly. However, this strategy of setting up a logical relation
between source and target has two serious drawbacks. First, the approach does not scale to
multi-pass compilers because the source-target logical relations defined for each pass do not
compose. Second, if we compile an S component eS to eT and then wish to link eT with
some arbitrary e0T , the only way to check if it’s okay to link with e0T (i.e., if the compiler
correctness theorem allows it) is to come up with a source-level component e0S and show that
e0S ' e0T . It may be possible to come up with e0S when e0T is a few lines long, but it would be
infeasible when e0T consists of hundreds of lines of assembly. Worse, the question of whether
such an e0S exists in language S is undecidable: for instance, there is no e0S in the case of the
continuation-based web server example discussed in §1. By comparison, our approach simply
requires type-checking e0T to ensure that it can be sensibly linked with t.
Neis et al. [44] recently developed Pilsner, a verified separate compiler from a typed,
higher-order imperative language to an untyped target. Pilsner also suffers from the second
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drawback discussed above for the Benton-Hur and Hur-Dreyer work—put another way,
Pilsner assumes that compiled code will only be linked with code compiled by a (possibly
different) verified compiler from the same source language. Instead of a logical relation
between source and target code, Pilsner uses parametric inter-language simulations (PILS)
between the source and target of each compiler pass. Unlike Kripke logical relations, PILS
do compose transitively and can be used to verify a multi-pass compiler.
Stewart et al. [52] recently reported on Compositional CompCert, a verified separate
compiler for C. (This generalizes their prior work [17] which allowed shared-memory system
calls from C, but could not accommodate mutually recursive inter-module dependencies.)
Whereas we define a multi-language semantics for interoperability between source and
target, Stewart et al. have devised an interaction semantics, a protocol-oriented operational
semantics that accommodates interoperation between different languages. They have shown
that CompCert’s intermediate languages—all of which share the same C-like memory model—
can be “plugged into” this interaction semantics. It is not clear how to extend interaction
semantics to support interoperability between C and high-level, strongly typed languages
like ML, or more generally, to accommodate compilers whose source and target languages
use different memory models.

3.3

Our proof methodology applied to closure conversion

As an example, we show how our methodology can be used to prove compositional correctness
of typed closure conversion [37, 39] for the simply-typed lambda calculus (STLC). (We elide
many details; see [47].)
Step 0: Specify the source language The source language S is call-by-value STLC with
booleans. The syntax of the language is as follows:
Types
Values
Expressions

σ
v
e

::=
::=
::=

bool | σ1 → σ2
x | true | false | λx : σ. e
v | if e then e1 else e2 | e1 e2

Step 1. Pick appropriate target language and define translation Closure conversion is a
compiler transformation that collects a function’s free variables in a tuple called a closure
environment that is passed as an additional argument to the function, thus turning the
function into a closed term. The closed function is paired with its environment to create a
closure. The basic idea of typed closure conversion goes back to Minamide et al. [37], whom
we follow in using an existential type to abstract the type of the environment. This ensures
that two functions with the same type, but different free variables still have the same type
after closure conversion: the abstract type hides the fact that the closures’ environments have
different types. Thus our target language for closure conversion must support existential
types as well as tuples. It also supports multi-argument functions. We define the target
language T as follows:
Types
τ
Values
v
Expressions e

::=
::=
::=

bool | (τ)→ τ0 | hτ1 , . . . ,τn i | α | ∃α . τ
x | true | false | λ(x : τ). e | hv1 , . . . ,vn i | pack(τ, v) as ∃α . τ0
v | if e then e1 else e2 | e1 (e) | he1 , . . . ,en i | π i e |
pack(τ, e) as ∃α . τ0 | unpack(α, x) = e1 in e2

The typing rules are standard (with judgments ∆; Γ ` e : τ), with one exception: since
language T is the target of closure conversion, we ensure via the function typing rule that
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Types

ϕ

::=

σ|τ

Terms

e
e
e

::=
::=
::=

. . . | σ ST e
. . . | TS σ e
e|e

v

::=

v|v

Values

Type Environments
Value Environments

∆
Γ

::=
::=

· | ∆, α
· | Γ, x : σ | Γ, x : τ

∆; Γ ` e : ϕ
...

∆; Γ ` e : σ+

∆; Γ ` e : σ

∆; Γ ` σ ST e : σ

∆; Γ ` TS σ e : σ+

e 7−→ e0
bool
bool

ST true 7−→ true

ST false −
7 → false
ST v −
7 → λx : σ1 . σ2 ST (unpack(α, y) = v in π 1 y (π 2 y, TS σ1 x))

σ1 → σ2

TS bool true 7−→ true
TS bool false 7−→ false
TS σ1 → σ2 v 7−→ pack(hi, hv, hii) as ∃α .hhα, σ1+ i→ σ2+, αi
where v = λ(z : hi, x : σ1+ ).TS σ2 (v

σ1

ST x)

Figure 2 ST : Extensions to S and T syntax, static semantics, dynamic semantics

functions contain no free term variables. Thus, the typing rule for functions is as follows:
·; x : τ ` e : τ0
∆; Γ ` λ(x : τ). e : (τ)→ τ0

Closure conversion maps source terms of type σ to target terms of type σ+ . The definition
of the type translation (σ+ ) and environment translation (Γ+ ) is as follows:
(bool)+
(σ1 → σ2 )+

=
=

bool
∃α . hhα, σ1+ i→ σ2+ , αi

(·)+
(Γ, x : σ)+

=
=

·
Γ+ , x : σ+

We then define a type-directed term translation Γ ` e : σ ; e that translates a term e such
that Γ ` e : σ into a target term e such that ·; Γ+ ` e : σ+ . For instance, x translates to
x and below we show how functions are translated into closures. (We elide the rest of the
translation as it is standard, e.g., see [37, 39, 47].)
y1 , . . . , ym = free-vars(λx : σ. e)
Γ, x : σ ` e : σ0 ; e

Γ ` y 1 : σ1 . . . Γ ` y m : σm
τenv = hσ1+ , . . . , σm+ i
+
v = λ(z : τenv , x : σ ). e[π 1 z/y1 ]. . .[π m z/ym ]
+

Γ ` λx : σ. e : σ→ σ0 ; pack(τenv , hv, hy1 , . . . ,ym ii) as ∃α . hhα, σ+ i→ σ0 , αi

Step 2: Define interoperability semantics The language ST embeds the languages S and
T so that both languages have natural access to foreign values (i.e., values from the other
language). They receive foreign boolean values as native values, and can call foreign functions
as native functions. We extend the original core languages with boundary terms σ ST e and
TS σ e which mediate between the types σ on the source side and σ+ on the target side.
Figure 2 presents the new syntax, typing rules and reduction rules. Typing judgments for
ST have the form ∆; Γ ` e : ϕ where the environment Γ now tracks both source variables of
type σ and target variables of type τ. The typing rules include all the S typing rules, but
augmented with the additional environment ∆; all the T typing rules, unchanged; and rules
for the two boundary constructs, shown in Figure 2.
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We evaluate under a boundary until we have a value. The reduction rules for boundaries
annotated bool convert boolean values from one language to the other. To convert functions
across languages, we use native proxy functions. We represent a target function v in the
source at type σ1 → σ2 by a new function that takes an argument of type σ1 and first
translates this argument from source to target, then unpacks the closure v and applies the
code to its environment and the translated argument, and finally translates the result back
to source at type σ2 . Notice that the direction of the conversion (and the boundary used)
reverses for function arguments.
Converting source functions to target functions is a bit more subtle. To represent a source
+
function v in the target at type (σ1 → σ2 ) we have to construct a closure. Since these are
reduction rules, and since we only run closed programs, we know that v is closed. Hence, we
simply use an empty tuple type hi for the closure environment. The underlying function v
for this closure takes an environment of type hi and an argument of type σ1 + , translates
the argument to source, applies v to the translated argument, and finally translates the
result back to target. The use of an empty environment in this reduction rule illustrates the
difference between the translation done by boundaries in the multi-language and that done
by the compiler itself.
log
ctx
Step 3: Define logical relation for combined language (≈log
ST ) and prove ≈ST ≡ ≈ST
Next, we define a logical relation for the combined language ST and prove it sound and
complete with respect to contextual equivalence (≈ctx
ST ). In the process, we must prove the
boundary cancellation property described in §3.1—that is, this is the stage at which we
are required to prove that the combined language can sensibly serve as an interoperability
semantics.

Step 4: Prove translation is semantics preserving
σ
0
0
If Γ ` e : σ ; e then ·; Γ ` e ≈log
ST ST e : σ, where e is e with all x that are translations
0
log
of x : σ0 ∈ Γ replaced with TS σ x. Since ≈ST exactly captures ≈ctx
ST , this lemma immediately
yields the compiler correctness theorem we want.

4

Research Plan and Central Challenges

We plan to carry out this work in three stages, with the target language GTVM growing in
features and functionality across the three stages. Below we discuss the main tasks and the
challenges we anticipate, and describe some of the work done to date.
Verified compiler: ML to TTVM In the first phase, we plan to develop a verified compiler
from an idealized ML to a statically type-safe LLVM IR. The LLVM IR is a platformindependent, static single assignment (SSA) language [55]. An LLVM compiler normally
translates a high-level language into LLVM IR. This can then be optimized using a series of
IR to IR transformations. LLVM provides a collection of such transformations which perform
optimizations and static analyses. The resulting LLVM IR can then be translated to a target
architecture using LLVM’s code generator or JIT-compiler.
LLVM programs consist of modules, which in turn contain function definitions and
declarations. A function consists of a sequence of basic blocks, which as usual are a sequence
of commands ending with a branch or return (ret) instruction. Commands include load,
store, malloc, and free instructions; alloca for stack allocation; and a function call
instruction. To be well formed, an LLVM program must be in valid SSA form. All components
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in the language are annotated with types, but the LLVM IR is not a type-safe language—like
C, it allows arbitrary casts, invalid memory access, and so on.
Vellvm [3] provides a mechanized formal semantics of LLVM’s IR, its static semantics,
and SSA form, all formalized in Coq, as well as a proof of static safety (modulo reaching
known stuck states) via preservation and progress theorems. It says that if the program
takes a step then it continues to be well formed SSA; and if the program is well formed then
either it can take a step or it is in one of the defined set of stuck states. Vellvm also provides
a set of tools to extract LLVM IR from Coq so it can be processed by the standard LLVM
tools. Vellvm provides us with a useful starting point; without the Vellvm formalization our
research plans would not be feasible.
We will first identify a statically type-safe subset of the LLVM IR (TTVM) and modify
Vellvm’s static safety theorems so that the progress lemma holds without the possibility of a
well formed program configuration being stuck. This will require eliminating arbitrary casts,
memory deallocation (free), and anything that leads to undefined behavior (undef) from
the language. We will then extend the type system with polymorphism, existential types,
and any other extensions needed to do type-preserving compilation from our idealized ML
(language M ) to TTVM (language T ).
Tentatively, the compiler will consist of four languages and three passes: a closure
conversion pass from M to C, an explicit allocation pass (where the data representation
strategy is made explicit) from C to A, and code generation pass from A to T. To state compiler
correctness, we will embed all four of the compiler’s languages into a combined language
MCAT by defining interoperability between the adjacent languages in the compilation pipeline.
The design of the interoperability semantics between M and C (for the closure conversion
pass) and between C and A (for the explicit allocation pass) is already well understood and
we can adapt the multi-language and logical relation from our recent work [47] which covers
closure conversion and explicit allocation for System F with recursive types. Moreover, in
recent work with Phillip Mates and James Perconti, we have already proved compositional
correctness of closure conversion in the presence of ML-style mutable references. The presence
of mutable references required a novel extension to our logical relation for the multi-language
system, which we plan to report on in the near future.
We anticipate that the design of an interoperability semantics between language A and
TTVM (i.e., for the code generation pass) will be the most challenging. In the language A,
code still has a compositional structure even though tuples and closures are allocated on
the heap—that is, a component is a simply a term eA . However, at the TTVM level, that
compositional structure is lost. To define interoperability between A components and T
(TTVM) components, we first have to identify what exactly constitutes a TTVM component—
that is, since there are no “terms” in TTVM, what is the shape of an eT that we can put
under a boundary AT eT ?
Fortunately, in preliminary work with Perconti, we have already answered this question
in the context of an idealized typed assembly language (TAL), which is even lower level that
TTVM. For the purpose of the multi-language semantics, a TAL (or TTVM) component
is comprised of a number of basic blocks. Thus, eT denotes a pair (b0 , b) of the currently
executing basic block b0 and the rest of the blocks b that comprise that component (which
corresponds now to a TTVM function body). The next question is how do we run the
term AT eT ? As in §3, we want to run eT until we have a value vT and then convert that
value to the language A. But running the eT in TTVM will ultimately end with a return
instruction. How do we distinguish between a normal return within TTVM from a return
to language A? The solution is to introduce a special ret-to-A pseudo-instruction as part
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of the extensions we make when defining the multi-language semantics. When AT eT has
reduced to AT (ret-to-A vT ), we simply convert vT to an A value in the usual type-directed
manner. We are reasonably confident that we will be able to use ideas from our TAL work
to design interoperability between A and TTVM. We do not yet know if LLVM’s SSA form
will complicate matters.
GTVM: a gradually type-safe LLVM IR In the second phase, we aim to extend TTVM with
support for dynamically type-safe code, assigned type dyn, and type-unsafe code, assigned
type un. There is a significant body of work on contracts and gradual typing for high-level
languages [22, 50, 51, 35, 9, 20, 26, 54, 46, 23, 28, 58, 27, 45, 14] that we can leverage
when designing GTVM. The recent work on TS? , a gradual type system for JavaScript [53],
deserves special mention as it also mixes static, dynamic, and unsafe types (though their
dynamic type is called any).
As is usual in gradual type systems, interactions between type safe code and unsafe code
must be protected by wrappers (dynamically checked contracts). However, note that unsafe
code is just standard LLVM IR that may, for instance, be the output of a C program. To
prevent raw LLVM IR (or raw C) from breaking internal invariants of statically type safe
code (say from ML or Scheme), we need to ensure that C code cannot trample memory
cells that belong to the type-safe parts of the language. This is one of the most significant
challenges we face, but there are ideas that we can draw upon from the literature. One
option is to use some sort of software-based fault isolation (as in Google’s Native Client,
NaCl [60]) to ensure that the unsafe code adheres to a strict sandbox policy, though we
expect this to be too coarse-grained. Another option is to investigate whether we can devise
wrappers for GTVM similar to those used by TS? (adopted from Fournet et al. [25]), which
enforce a strict heap separation between unsafe and type-safe code. A third option is to
devise contracts based on separation logic predicates similar to the approach of Agten et
al. [4], who use these contracts to protect verified C modules from unverified C code, though
this approach comes with considerable performance overhead.
As mentioned earlier, we plan to develop a compiler from GTVM to LLVM IR that inserts
wrappers or safe coercions to ensure safe interoperability is preserved after the translation to
LLVM IR. TS? similarly provides a compiler to JavaScript. To prove that the translation
from TS? to JavaScript preserves properties such as memory isolation, the authors leverage
a dependently typed version of JavaScript (called JS*) in which memory layout invariants
can be specified. We conjecture that we should be able to carry out such a proof using our
logical relation for GTVM which will be based on much recent progress in scaling up logical
relations to so that they can be used to tractably prove sophisticated equivalences in the
presence of state [5, 8, 21, 57].
Verified compiler: Rust to GTVM In the third phase, we plan to extend the GTVM/TTVM
type system so that it can support type-preserving compilation from Rust, in particular,
adding features capable of expressing Rust’s region and ownership discipline. For the design
of the TTVM type system and logical relation, we can leverage ideas from our prior work
on linear and affine type systems for memory management [13, 12, 38, 10, 24, 11]. However,
instead of trying to shoehorn an appropriate notion of affine types or capabilities into TTVM,
it may be better to extend the TTVM type system with dependent types in the style of
HTT [41, 43]. This is a more challenging task, but a type system based on HTT might be a
better choice as it can be designed independent of Rust considerations and yet should be
expressive enough to serve as a target of typed compilation from Rust.
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5

Conclusion

Practically every software system, from safety-critical software to web browsers, uses components written in multiple programming languages and stands to benefit from verified
compositional compilers. We have proposed a proof architecture for verifying compositional
compilers based on source-target interoperability and are working on demonstrating the
viability of this approach. We also propose to extend LLVM—increasingly the backend of
choice for modern compilers—to support compositional compilation from type-safe source
languages and principled linking with less precisely typed languages. This ambitious research
program consists of numerous technical challenges and we look forward to collaborating with
other groups in the community on various facets of this project.
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